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NEW 3M PRODUCTS
3M Precision Masking Tape
3M Precision Masking Tape is a mint green paper
masking tape made with a strong yet ultra-thin,
ultra-smooth paper backing producing sharp paint
lines with both solvent and waterborne paint
systems. Removes easily without tearing or
adhesive transfer. Available in ¼, ¾, 1 ½, and 2 inch
rolls.

3M Trizact Hookit Foam Disc 5000 grit
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Trizact 5000 discs remove P3000 fine
grade scratches
They can can reduce or eliminate the
need for compounding in specific
situations
These discs also can eliminate the need
for using wool compounding pads in
automotive paint refinishing
Available in 3 inch, 5 inch and 6 inch.

It’s been a whirlwind five years since the European
collision repair industry made the crossover to
waterborne basecoat, and Canada and California
collision centers followed close behind. Over this
time period, some 28,000 collision center owners
worldwide have made the switch from solvent and
chose PPG as their waterborne system of choice.
It’s a pretty amazing feat when you think about it.
What’s quite revealing are the more than 3900
shop owners in the U.S. (outside of California)
who have made the switch to PPG waterborne
without any government regulations to do so.
There are almost as many shops outside of the
regulated areas using our waterborne platform as
those that are required to comply with VOC
regulations.
Did you know PPG has more water shops in the
U.S. and Canada than all of the other paint
companies combined?
These facts validate that the market understands
the benefits of PPG’s waterborne system because
nearly 50% of PPG’s customers are using
waterborne even though they are not required to
do so. These early adopters represent some of the
best-run businesses in the industry. While still
operating under the National Rule, they did the
research, benchmarked the competition, and are
firmly convinced that PPG waterborne is the best
there is, bar none.

